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This chapter examines certain aspects of virtual reality systems that con-
tribute to their utility as surrogate sensory environments. These systems aim
to provide users with sensory stimuli that simulate other worlds. The fidelity
of the simulation depends on the input data, the software, the display hard-
ware, and the physical environment that houses it all. Robust high-fidelity
general-purpose simulation requires a collaborative effort of modelers, artists,
programmers, and system administrators. Such collaboration depends on stan-
dards for modeling and data representation, but these standards lag behind
the leading-edge capabilities of processors and algorithms. We illustrate this
through a review of the evolution of a few of the leading standards and case
studies of projects that adhered to them to a greater or lesser extent. Multi-
modal simulation often requires multiple representations of elements to ac-
commodate the various algorithms that apply to each mode – for example,
alternative geometries for visualization, auralization, and collision detection.
Tools and algorithms to assist in the extraction of these representations from
common base data will expand the pool of high-quality multi-modal simula-
tions. In the final analysis, the output stimuli depend on aspects of the display
hardware and its physical setting that might not be adequately accounted for
by idealistic algorithms. It is important to measure these actual stimuli in
order to validate and fine-tune the simulation system.

1 Introduction

Virtual Reality (VR) aims to elicit sensory responses to simulated environ-
ments. Although the sensory responses of interest are most often human, VR
may be directed as well toward animals or machines. In any simulation, it is
important to determine at the outset: the critical stimuli; the VR system’s ca-
pabilities to produce them; and the expected range of sensory and behavioral
responses to those stimuli.
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VR simulations frequently serve as surrogates for inaccessible physical en-
vironments. The physical environment might be too dangerous or too expen-
sive to construct or visit in person. It might be a distant target of remote
sensing and manipulation in real time (or as close to real time as the speed of
light will allow), or it might be a historical situation that no longer exists, or
a hypothetical situation that does not yet exist. These simulations put a pre-
mium on realism: they aim to present a natural interface and elicit the same
sensations as the physical environment, as near as possible without endanger-
ing the user. The motivation may be to inform the design of the environment
itself, or to develop and exercise systems and procedures to operate there.

VR simulations also serve as tangible sensible metaphors for structures
and phenomena that normally evade the senses due to scale or abstraction,
such as the inner workings of an atom, the evolution of a galaxy, or a bioinfor-
matics graph relating genes, diseases, and symptoms. Here the emphasis is on
symbolism, clarity, consistency, and strategy in allocating the dimensions of
stimulus to the parameters of the structure or phenomenon. The motivation
is to develop a cognitive model as a basis for exploration and discovery.

Whatever the motivation, the means is sensory stimulation. Progress in
virtual reality is measured in terms of the system’s capabilities to produce
content-rich multi-modal stimuli in real time in response to intuitive (or at
least easily mastered) user actions. This chapter examines progress in virtual
reality along several fronts:

• Section 2 reviews the technical evolution of system capabilities, user ex-
pectations, and standardization.

• Section 3 discusses the stimulus and sensory pathways with an emphasis
on measurement, calibration, and validation.

• Section 4 concludes with summary observations regarding the current state
of virtual reality as a source of sensory stimuli and offers thoughts about
the path forward.

2 Technical Evolution

Exponential increases in computing power, along with other innovations in
display system hardware and software, have enabled dramatic improvements
in the quality of simulation. Newer systems are capable of more modes of sen-
sory stimulus (such as vision, hearing, and touch) with greater detail at higher
frame rates. More physical phenomena can be computed in real time (rather
than precomputed and “baked in”), allowing for higher fidelity interaction.

Nevertheless, the quality of a simulation depends not only on the hard-
ware and software, but also on the data – in particular, on the artistry and
craftsmanship invested in creating scene assets. This is well-known in the
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entertainment and gaming industries,? but sometimes not fully appreciated
in academic and research settings where “art” might be seen as irrelevant or
even antithetical to “science.” A skilled content creator will tailor scene assets
to the capabilities of the display system – for example, in regard to polygon
count, textures, lighting, and levels of detail – to achieve an optimum balance
of frame quality and frame rate.

2.1 Standards for Environmental Representation

A robust simulation system must support certain standards for environmental
representation. It is standardization that allows a broad clientele of content
creators to prepare models, using their tools of choice, with reasonable expec-
tation that they can be imported and displayed by the simulation software
and hardware. Though standards usually lag behind the ultimate capabili-
ties of leading-edge systems, their evolution echoes the progress of common
capabilities and expectations.

The Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) is representative of sim-
ulation capabilities that emerged in the early 1990s. VRML version 1 was
practically a clone of Silicon Graphics’ OpenInventor version 2.0 file format,
first published in 1994 [1]. VRML version 2, also known as VRML97, was
adopted as International Standard ISO/IEC 14772 in 1997 [2]. The standard
specifies a file format, a content model, and algorithms for its interpretation.
The model is a directed acyclic graph that includes nodes for geometry, color,
texture, and light, as well as sound. However, it provides for only one texture
per shape and one pair of texture coordinates per vertex. Strict adherence to
the “ideal VRML implementation” actually prohibits calculation of shadows
and indirect lighting – it specifies equations that do not accommodate such
effects. The emphasis is on real-time navigation and manipulation of a vir-
tual world at a frame rate sufficient for animation, rather than high-quality
rendering per frame. In 1997 there was little expectation that systems could
compute shadows and indirect lighting in real time. Moreover, the techniques
for doing so remain experimental and not ready for standardization. Today,
the VRML97 lighting equations may be best understood as a minimal im-
plementation, rather than an ideal one. The VRML97 sound specification is
similar in its lack of provision for occlusion, absorption, reverberation, and
similar dynamic effects. The model does not encode enough material proper-
ties to allow for higher-quality rendering of either light or sound.

Early applications of virtual reality exhibit the rather cartoon-like render-
ing accommodated by the VRML97 standard and the systems of the era. The
lack of bump maps and normal maps results in flat lighting of rough textures,

? As a case in point, consider http://www.creativeheads.net/ – a job site “for
the video game, animation, VFX, and software/technology industries.” As of 3
Feb. 2011, a search for “programmer” matched 45 jobs, “software” matched 127,
“artist” matched 177, and “art” matched 184.
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appearing more like wallpaper rather than truly rough surfaces. The lack of
shadows and indirect lighting impairs the sense of emplacement. Users’ emo-
tional responses often focus more on the simulation technology rather than
the simulated environment. Still, the simulations are adequate for recogni-
tion, manipulation, and navigation through scenes. Simple two-dimensional
projections allow for sight-line and visibility analysis, and three-dimensional
stereographic projections provide a sense of immersion and scale. Some exam-
ples follow in Sect. 2.3.

The VRML97 standard was amended in 2002 to add geospatial and
NURBS support, but the shape, material, lighting, and sound specifications
remain unchanged [3].

The Extensible 3D (X3D) standard, “the successor to the Virtual Reality
Modeling Language,” was adopted as ISO/IEC 19775 in 2008 [4]. It preserves
much of the structure of VRML97 but recasts it in an XML schema and
extends it in several significant areas. In particular, it provides for multi-
texturing and multiple vertex attributes, and adds components for humanoid
animation, programmable shaders, 3D textures (for volume rendering), rigid
body physics, and particle systems. The programmable shaders allow simu-
lations to override the default lighting algorithm with bindings to the GLSL,
HLSL, and Cg shading languages. The sound model, however, remains essen-
tially unchanged from the VRML97 standard.

The COLLADATM (COLLAborative Design Activity) format is also an
XML schema. It originated from Sony Computer Entertainment but has since
been adopted as an open standard by the Khronos Group, a not-for-profit
industry consortium. Version 1.0 was released in 2004, and version 1.5.0 in
2008 [5, 6]. Its aim is to provide a universal import and export format among
the variety of applications that may contribute to a digital-content-creation
pipeline, including architectural and engineering modeling, sculpting, scene
composition, and animation. It provides for multi-texturing, animation, pro-
grammable shaders, rigid body physics, and kinematics, but says nothing
about sound.

There are many other “standard” file formats – far too many to enumer-
ate here.? These are almost entirely focused on the properties necessary to
render a visual stimulus: geometry, color, texture, light, and mechanisms for
animating them.

Meanwhile, systems for high-quality real-time auralization (sound render-
ing) must rely on other formats. For example, Noisternig et al. [7] describe
an open-source auralization framework that assigns an acoustic material to
each polygon, defined by octave band absorption coefficients (from 32 Hz to
16 kHz) and a scattering coefficient. Such properties are absent from all of
the leading model exchange formats. The framework incorporates the Virtual
Choreographer software for model loading, which defines its own custom for-

? As of 21 Feb. 2011, version 4.40 of the 3D Object Converter, available at http:

//web.axelero.hu/karpo/, claimed to support 543 formats.
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mat, comparable to but distinct from VRML97 and X3D [8]. Even so, the
auralization relies on a separate material file to define the octave-band ab-
sorption coefficients.

Haptics and force-feedback are closely related to real-time physics. Rigid-
body physics simulation adds requirements for properties of mass, density,
force, velocity, static and dynamic friction, restitution, and non-hierarchical
joints and constraints between bodies that don’t adhere to the scene-graph
paradigm. Cloth and soft-body simulation adds bending and stretching stiff-
ness and tensile strength or tearing factors. Fluid simulation adds viscosity
and surface tension. None of the aforementioned standards accommodate all
of these material and attachment properties. VRML97 provides for basic col-
lision detection between the navigation avatar and rigid scene geometry. X3D
and COLLADA add general rigid bodies and joints, but lack cloth, soft bod-
ies, and fluids. The NVIDIA PhysXTMsoftware development kit supports all
of these concepts, but relies on a custom XML format for conveying them [9].
Content-creation software must export graphics and physics aspects in sep-
arate files, leaving it to the VR simulation system to separately import and
reunite the aspects in coherent entities.

Finer-grained tactilization might be partially achieved by re-purposing or
overloading graphic properties – for example, using visual texture maps to
convey tactile grain – but this is not yet well-developed in the virtual-reality
context. A temperature attribute is conceptually simple, but none of the afore-
mentioned standards include it. The concept of tactilization is most often
applied in the context of making visible images accessible to the visually im-
paired – as with braille displays and printers. This often aims at substituting
touch for sight in an abstract manner, rather than an accurate simulation of
touch as such [10].

Olfaction for virtual reality (involving the sense of smell) is still in its
infancy. The literature focuses primarily on the hardware and software for
detection (input) and delivery (output) of aromas and odors, but says very
little about how to encode and convey olfactory data in a generalized way.
Whereas standards for recording, encoding, and reproducing visual and au-
ditory stimuli have been well established for many years, no such standard
exists for olfaction [11, 12].

Another complicating factor is that different aspects of a multi-modal real-
time simulation may require alternative representations of physical entities.
For example, auralization may require fewer, larger polygons than visualiza-
tion, because the classical laws of geometrical acoustics consider reflecting
surfaces to be much larger than the wavelength of the sound [13]. (For fre-
quencies between 32 Hz and 16 kHz, the wavelength ranges from 10.7 m down
to 21.4 mm.) Meanwhile, real-time physics collisions typically require convex
shapes, but neither visualization nor auralization impose that restriction.

Ideally, a standard will soon emerge that accommodates all of the prop-
erties necessary for plausible real-time visualization, auralization, and tac-
tilization, animated by properties of physics and kinematics. The algorithms
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and hardware systems for these sensory modes are already well developed and
widely used. Other sensory simulation modes, such as smell and taste, are still
experimental and not ready for standardization. Since the XML-based stan-
dards (such as X3D and COLLADA) are explicitly intended to be extensible,
they seem to offer the best path forward.

2.2 Content Creation and Display

A content creator for a multi-modal VR simulation is often faced with the task
of creating multiple representations of scene objects. For example, visible ge-
ometry of arbitrary complexity might need to be approximated by a small
number of invisible convex primitives for real-time physics. Similarly, aural-
ization might require the creation of invisible simplified geometry for acoustic
boundaries. Populating a scene with even a small number of individualized
virtual people becomes very time-consuming if each one involves a unique ex-
ercise in modeling, rigging, and animating. The specialized demands on time,
skill, and software tools impede the creation of these simulations. Projects
often originate from groups with application-specific expertise but limited
in-house resources for modeling. A shared interdisciplinary VR facility may
possess the knowledge, skill, and software, but lack the personnel to hand-
craft every project for every client. Anything that can be done to streamline
the creation of multi-modal scene assets will increase the pool of these assets
and the overall quality of simulation. We have been addressing this need along
several fronts.

For improved visualization, including real-time shadows and indirect light-
ing, we are developing an advanced rendering engine that implements algo-
rithms published by Kaplanyan and Dachsbacher [14], and others developed
in-house, taking advantage of modern graphics hardware with GLSL shader
programs. Aside from providing a more interactive and immersive experience,
this also spares the content creators from having to pre-compute and “bake
in” static lighting effects with their textures.

As a first pass for automated physics content, our system provides an easy
way to wrap graphic entities in invisible axis-aligned bounding boxes of a
specified density. However, this is often a poor approximation of the visible
form and yields unnatural behavior. Simple convex hulls are often not much
better. For the next phase, we are investigating procedures for automatic
convex decomposition of non-convex entities, based in part on algorithms by
Gottschalk, Lin, and Manocha [15], and by Lien and Amato [16].

To populate scenes with realistic humans, we have developed a universal
character system that allows the content creator to rapidly derive individuals
from weighted averages of a few predefined prototypes. By maintaining a
consistent skeleton and mesh topography but interpolating the vertex offsets
according to a few general classifications, we are able to produce a large variety
of body forms with minimal custom modeling.
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2.3 Example Projects

A few examples may serve to illustrate the points in the preceding sections.
The following projects are selected from the authors’ experiences in the Uni-
versity of Michigan Virtual Reality Laboratory (VRL) and 3D Lab (UM3D).?

They show a progression in visual fidelity and overall realism from early
projects to current developments.

We continue to develop an in-house virtual-reality system, Jugular, to ad-
dress issues related to content creation, exchange, and high-fidelity real-time
multi-modal display. The system integrates various open-source and custom
modules for file loading, graphics, sound, animation, and physics. It supports
monocular and binocular perspective projection in anaglyph, split-screen (pas-
sive), and active stereo, on the desktop, the stereo wall, or the four-screen
immersive enclosure.

Acrophobia Treatment

Between 1996 and 1998 we worked with the Department of Psychiatry at
the University of Michigan Medical School to develop an elevator simulation
for the treatment of acrophobia (fear of heights). This was part of a clinical
trial to compare the efficacy of treatment in virtual and real worlds [17]. Sub-
jects diagnosed with acrophobia would be randomly assigned for progressive
desensitization in either the virtual or the real elevator. As shown in Fig. 1,
modeling of the virtual elevator aimed for a good degree of realism, but explic-
itly omitted certain features that were deemed too difficult to achieve at the
time, such as window reflection, tinting, and dust (which would provide visual
cues that a glass barrier is present), and animated people or animals outside
(which would provide a sense of height and scale). Conversely, to control for
the influence and limitations of VR equipment, subjects in the real elevator
would be asked to wear mock VR shutter glasses, and subjects in both en-
vironments would be instructed to avoid touching the walls or operating the
buttons themselves. Despite the limitations, the VR treatment was effective
for at least some subjects. The project left open the questions of which stimuli
were most significant, and the extent to which that varies between patients.

Detroit Metro Airport, McNamara Terminal Project

In 1999 we developed a VRML97 model for a new state-of-the-art passenger
terminal – the McNamara Terminal – being designed for Detroit Metropoli-
tan Wayne County Airport (DTW). The project included 97 gates, airfield

? The Virtual Reality Lab (VRL) resided in the College of Engineering from 1993 to
2008. Its successor, the 3D Lab (UM3D) resides in the Digital Media Commons,
a division of the Library. As such, it is a service unit for the entire University of
Michigan community that provides 3D scanning, 3D printing & rapid prototyping,
motion capture, and advanced visualization including virtual reality.
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Fig. 1. Virtual elevator for the treatment of acrophobia, 1998

connections via aprons and taxiways, a large parking structure with 11,500
spaces, a multi-level system of access roads, and a power plant. A major de-
sign issue was the visibility of the far gates and taxiway from the control
tower. The VRML97 model included interactive controls to adjust several de-
sign parameters in real time, including the length of the terminal building and
number of gates, as well as the height and placement of the tower. (Although
the tower already existed and there were no plans to replace it, the model
allowed hypothetical variations in its design.)

With neither textures, shadows, nor indirect lighting, the rendering lacked
realism. Nevertheless, it was useful as a visualization and design tool especially
when viewed full-scale in an immersive stereoscopic VR enclosure, as shown
in Fig. 2. Major design decisions derived from insights gained from this model
[18, 19].

Fig. 2. Visibility analysis for the new McNamara Terminal at Detroit Metro Airport,
1999. Photograph by Douglas G. Ashley for Northwest Airlines
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Virtual Disaster Simulators

In 2004 and 2009 we worked with the Department of Emergency Medicine
and the Clinical Simulation Center at the University of Michigan Medical
School to develop and operate two renditions of virtual disaster simulators.
These aimed for a level of realism and sensory immersion sufficient to elicit
emotional responses from “first responders” arriving on the scene to assist the
injured [20, 21]. Both simulations included surround-sound effects with local-
ized prerecorded voices attached to characters in the scenes. First responders
interacted with each of these in an immersive stereoscopic VR enclosure, as
shown in Figs. 3–4.

Fig. 3. Virtual Disaster Simulator version 1, 2004

Fig. 4. Virtual Disaster Simulator version 2, 2009

The scenario for the first exercise in 2004 was an explosion at the Uni-
versity’s football stadium, which seats over 100,000 spectators. We developed
a VRML97 model that included shapes for the stadium, surrounding struc-
tures, and a few humans, and applied photographic textures throughout. We
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modeled humans in VRML97-style as hierarchies of rigid limbs connected at
rotation joints. To simulate hands-on treatment, we placed a physical human
patient simulator (HPS) in the VR enclosure, and projected victim images
onto it from predetermined viewpoints.

For the second exercise in 2009 the scenario was an explosion in an office
building. To avoid the limitations of VRML97, we developed this model in a
proprietary format adopted from the game industry that supports multiple
textures per surface (including bump maps and normal maps as well as diffuse
maps) and animated skin-mesh human models on skeletal rigs. Since the em-
phasis in this exercise was triage rather than treatment, sight and sound were
more important than touch. The human models were much higher fidelity,
including accurate renditions of injuries such as burns and compound frac-
tures, and the HPS was deemed unnecessary. Medical residents were tasked
with locating the victims and rapidly assessing their condition from sight and
sound. A live examiner provided vital signs (e.g., pulse) and scripted answers
per victim in response to specific questions.

Figure 5 contrasts the simply-textured stick-figure characters of the 2004
model with the multi-textured? mesh characters of the 2009 model. The second
exercise achieved a considerably greater degree of realism by departing from
VRML97 and adopting modern game graphic techniques. Unfortunately, this
relies in part on proprietary licensed software unavailable to most content
creators outside the Lab, which limits its applicability.

Fig. 5. Example character models for the Virtual Disaster Simulator: (a) VRML97
stick figures in version 1, 2004; (b) animated meshes in version 2, 2009

We hope that open standards, such as X3D, COLLADA, or a successor
will evolve to satisfy the model definition and exchange requirements. Beyond
that, the simulation software requires sophisticated algorithms to produce
high-quality renderings of the model at a frame rate sufficient for animation
in a multi-screen stereoscopic head-tracked display environment.

? including bumps, normals, and diffuse colors
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Advanced Renderer

Figure 6 shows a variation of the Crytek Sponza scene [14] (to which we
have added a moving curtain in the courtyard) loaded from a VRML97 file
and rendered with a single directional light source (a “sun”) according to the
VRML97 algorithm. Polygons facing toward the sun are bright, regardless of
occluding objects. Polygons facing away from the sun are lit by a uniform
ambient light component. There is neither shadow nor indirect illumination.

Fig. 6. The Sponza scene in the VRML renderer

Fig. 7. The Sponza scene in the advanced renderer, including dynamic real-time
shadows and indirect lighting

In 2010 we rewrote our rendering system to implement algorithms for real-
time shadows and indirect lighting, adapted from Kaplanyan and Dachsbacher
[14]. It employs GLSL shader programs to take full advantage of modern
graphics hardware. Figure 7 shows the same view rendered by the new algo-
rithm. As the curtain moves in the scene: the flag poles cast moving shadows
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on the curtain; the curtain casts moving shadows on the walls and floor; and
the curtain casts moving indirect illumination on the walls.

Of course, high-quality rendering codes have been widely available for
many years. For convincing virtual reality, the challenge is to achieve these
effects at a frame rate sufficient to animate moving lights, occlusions, and re-
flecting surfaces, on multiple synchronized stereoscopic screens, in real time.
The improved visual fidelity is vital for psychological immersion in the simu-
lation.

Universal Character System

Figure 8 shows samples from the “Universal Character System” that we have
developed to populate virtual scenes with a variety of life-like animated human
figures, without the need to model each individual from scratch. The system
comprises a skeletal rig and associated mesh, and a set of six prototypical body
forms: obese, under-weight, aged, male, female, and muscular. The system
interpolates the mesh vertex XYZ coordinates from weighted averages of the
six prototype forms. The mesh topology, its texture UV coordinates, and
its connection to the skeleton, all remain consistent. This saves considerable
time in generating individuals, and also facilitates mixing and matching of
characters with libraries of skin type, clothing, and skeletal motion data. This
does not remove the need for a skilled artist, but this allows the artist to focus
on sculpting the fine details.

Again in reference to Fig. 8: when the visual stimulus achieves a certain
level of realism and familiarity, once can imagine the added sense of immersion
that olfaction might provide.

Fig. 8. The Universal Character System: (a) base mesh; (b) obese prototype; (c) a
character derived from weighted averages of slightly obese, middle-aged, and male,
with final details overlaid in an art package
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3 Stimulus and Response

There is an old adage in computing: “garbage in, garbage out.” One can-
not expect reasonable output from unreasonable input. However, the inverse
is not true. That is to say, not garbage in (data and algorithms) does not
guarantee not garbage out. Beyond the input, the latter requires that the
various display systems – video, audio, haptic, tactile, olfactory – be properly
calibrated. There are limits to what these systems can produce, which are
typically well inside the limits of what a healthy person senses in the real
world. For example, the full intensity of sunlight is unattainable in a VR sim-
ulation with current common hardware. However, human perceptual response
is a step removed from raw sensory stimulus. It involves higher-level neural
processes that acclimate to ambient conditions. In creating perceptions, ratios
are nearly as important as absolute values.

There are at least two good reasons for measuring the physical stimuli
provided by VR display systems:

• To determine whether the output is faithful to the input. This is especially
important for design simulations that aim to inform design decisions – for
example, regarding architectural lighting intensity, material color, acoustic
reverberation, speech intelligibility, and so on.

• To gauge the VR system itself as a testbed for human perception and
sensory response to stimuli.

To that end, we have invested considerable time and attention to mea-
suring the stimuli delivered by our virtual reality enclosure. The following
subsections describe the physical setup and the measurements we have taken.

3.1 Display and Measurement Hardware and Configuration

Figure 9 shows schematic and fish-eye views of our immersive enclosure, which
is similar to many CAVE-like systems. It is a cube measuring 3.048 m (10
feet) in width, depth, and height. It runs on a cluster of six workstations,
with one control computer, one motion-tracking computer, and four rendering
computers.

The renderers are Boxx Tech Workstations, with quad-core CPUs at 2.6
GHz, 8 GB RAM, and NVIDIA Quadro FX 5600 + GSync graphics cards.
Four Christie Mirage S+4K projectors produce 3D images on the left, front,
right, and floor surfaces. The walls are rear-projected whereas the floor is
front-projected from a mirror in the ceiling. The resolution per surface is
1024 x 1024 pixels. The stereo mode is frame-sequential (alternating left-
right) at 96 frames per second. Infrared emitters synchronize Stereo Graphics
CrystalEyes R© liquid crystal shutter glasses with the projectors.

A Vicon MX13 system with eight 1.3-megapixel cameras provides wireless
motion-tracking of reflective markers attached to the shutter glasses and to a
Logitech RumblePad game controller.
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Fig. 9. The immersive VR enclosure: (a) schematic of the room housing the enclo-
sure, with arrows indicating the light paths; (b) fish-eye view

The sound system comprises four Klipsch speakers mounted in the upper
corners of the enclosure, a Klipsch subwoofer on the floor a short distance
away, and an amplifier rated at 100 watts per channel. Alternatively, it also
supports high-fidelity stereo headphones. It uses the motion-tracking data to
account for the position of the user’s head relative to the speakers as well as
to the virtual sound sources.

The software is an ongoing in-house development, named Jugular, that
integrates several open-source, proprietary, and custom-developed subsystems
for graphics, sound, animation, physics, motion-tracking, data management,
and networking.

Figures 10–11 show typical sensor setups for our measurements. We
mounted spectrometers and microphones to a manikin head on a tripod and
used a notebook computer to collect and monitor the readings. We took spec-
trometer readings both with and without the shutter glasses on the manikin.
To account for the head-related transfer function (HRTF) in acoustics, we
placed the microphones in anatomically accurate ear canals that we embed-
ded into the manikin. We manufactured the external ears and the canals from
3D scans of an actual ear. In addition to the manikin instrumentation, we also
used fish-eye photography and a 48-microphone acoustic camera (shown next
to the manikin in Fig. 11) to capture the complete visible and audible field.

Figure 12 shows a small video camera mounted to a hat and aimed at the
wearer’s eye in order to measure the pupil diameter in response to changing
light conditions. The pupil diameter is an indicator of the degree to which the
eye’s rods and cones are activated by the scene’s luminance.

3.2 Light Measurements

Figures 13–14 are graphs of the spectral power distribution (SPD) for abso-
lute irradiance as a function of wavelength, obtained from the spectrometers,
for white surfaces projected into the enclosure. In both graphs, we obtained
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Fig. 10. Equipment setup for video and audio measurements in the VR enclosure:
instrumented manikin head, tripod, and notebook computer. The background image
is a projected virtual scene

Fig. 11. Equipment setup for video and audio measurements in the VR enclosure.
The manikin head is fitted with spectrometers behind the shutter glasses to account
for the glasses’ absorption and tint, and microphones in the ears to account for the
acoustic head-related transfer function. The 48-microphone acoustic camera is next
to the manikin. The background image is a projected virtual scene

Fig. 12. A video camera attached to the hat monitors the wearer’s pupil diameter
in response to luminance levels in the VR enclosure
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the upper curve by aiming the spectrometer directly at the ceiling-mounted
projector that shines down onto the floor, with nothing intervening between
the projector and the spectrometer. We obtained the next lower curve by aim-
ing the spectrometer at the front screen. Assuming that the front projector
is equivalent to the (ceiling-mounted) floor projector, the difference between
the curves represents the transmission loss through the front screen.

Fig. 13. Spectral power distribution (SPD) with absolute irradiance (µw/cm2/nm)
as a function of wavelength (nm) for a white surface projected in the enclosure. The
top curve was measured directly from the ceiling-mounted projector (shining down
onto the floor); the lower curve was measured from the front screen. Assuming the
two projectors are equivalent, the difference is the transmission loss through the
screen

Fig. 14. Spectral power distribution (SPD) with absolute irradiance (µw/cm2/nm)
as a function of wavelength (nm) for a white surface projected in the enclosure.
Similar to Fig 13, the top curve is from the projector; the lower curves include
successive transmission losses through the screen, screen plus inactive shutter glasses,
and screen plus active shutter glasses
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In Fig. 13, the spike at the right edge of the graph, between 730 and
780 nm, is almost entirely due to the near-infrared LEDs surrounding each of
the motion-tracking cameras mounted above the enclosure walls. In fact, the
cameras operate at 780 nm. These LEDs also emit visible red light between 730
and 750 nm. (Above 750 nm is not visible to humans.) A comparatively tiny
amount of visible red light also arises from the infrared LEDs that synchronize
the shutter glasses with the projectors. The upper curve captures all of this
LED light directly, whereas the lower curve captures the portion reflected
from the front screen.

In Fig. 14, the domain is restricted to wavelengths between 380 and
730 nm. For the top two curves we removed the shutter glasses from the
manikin. For the next lower curve we placed inactive shutter glasses (with the
lenses held “clear”) in front of the spectrometer, whereas for the lowest curve
we placed active shutter glasses (with the lenses alternating between “clear”
and “opaque”). The lowest curve is most representative of the stimulus deliv-
ered to a human user of the system.

The differences in magnitude between Figs. 13 and 14 are due to different
placements of the spectrometer. For Fig. 13, we placed it close enough to the
front screen to omit the influence of the left and right side screens. For Fig. 14,
we placed it in the center of the enclosure, where it picked up additional light
from the sides. Also, measuring through active shutter glasses is problematic
due to the non-synchronized frame rates of the glasses and the spectrometer.
In these measurements, the ratios across the domain of wavelengths are more
significant than the absolute values.

Although the transmission losses through the screen and shutter glasses
are significant, there is no significant wavelength bias. Besides projecting white
surfaces, we also projected pure primary red, green, and blue surfaces onto
different screens and measured the cross-talk between them. We also encoded
and projected color samples from the Munsell Color Order System, and used
correlated color temperature (CCT), color rendering index (CRI), and color
quality scale (CQS) to evaluate actual versus intended color output [22]. These
tests verify that color rendition is very good: 96 on a CQS scale of 0–100. They
also provide quantitative guidance for fine-tuning.

Measurements of pupil diameter, as shown in Fig. 12, verify that the
range of illumination levels in the enclosure is adequate to stimulate sco-
topic, mesopic, and photopic vision,? though the dark and light extremes of
human vision are not achievable. Incidental sources of ambient light in the
enclosure limit the dark end of the scotopic range, and the projectors lack the
power to reach the bright end of the photopic range. Still, the system achieves

? Scotopic vision is the “dark” range from rod threshold to cone threshold, in
which there is no sensitivity to color. Mesopic vision is the intermediate range
from cone threshold to rod saturation. Photopic vision is the “bright” range above
rod saturation.
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a simultaneous contrast ratio of 10 : 1 and an overall luminance ratio (not
simultaneous) of 100 : 1.

3.3 Light Versus Sound

Light emittance and reflectance throughout a scene are encoded as intensities
of red, green, and blue (RGB) primaries on a scale of 0 to 1. For emitters
these represent fractions of the projectors’ peak intensity. For reflectors these
represent scale factors for the reflected light as a fraction of the incident light.
Ultimately, RGB intensities for each of the millions of pixels are precisely
calculated according to some algorithm with reference to a common basis.
Textures that are created outside the control of the algorithm (e.g., from
digital photography) are nevertheless assumed to represent surface reflectance
under “normal” lighting conditions (typically daylight) compatible with the
algorithm. All of these influences are commingled at run-time to arrive at
RGB intensities for each pixel.

The rendering process for sound is qualitatively different. Sound sources
may be recorded at vastly different sensitivities – for example: a whisper versus
a public announcement versus a church organ versus a jet engine. Sound is not
reducible to a small number of “primary” tones or pitches the way light is, but
rather is analyzed according to octave bands and center frequencies, with each
band representing a doubling of frequency. When placed in a common scene,
the algorithm distributes and mixes these contributions across a very small
number of speakers, according to the relative proximities of the sources and
their attenuation characteristics. In many enclosures, including ours, the ratio
of rendered light elements (pixels) to rendered sound elements (speakers) is
over a million to one. The overall intensity of the sound output is much more
readily and arbitrarily adjustable than the light output. It involves merely
turning a single knob on an amplifier, versus stepping through hierarchical
menus on a projector. Therefore, the types of measurements and evaluations
applicable to sound are different than those for light.

In particular, we are interested in the system’s ability to localize the per-
ception of a virtual sound source anywhere within the scene by balancing
its loudness across just four speakers. To a certain extent, simulations can
“cheat” because audible things are often also visible. Visual localization pro-
vides perceptual reinforcement for audio localization. Where a sound source is
visibly occluded, it is often audibly occluded as well, and localization is more
ambiguous.

Okamoto et al. [23] describe a system for real-time room auralization that
uses 157 speakers arrayed across the ceiling and four walls. This system is
strictly for auralization. It would be challenging to integrate this with a visu-
alization system such that neither system occluded the other.
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3.4 Sound Measurements

The rear-projection fabric screens that comprise the three walls of the VR
enclosure are acoustically transparent at low frequencies. In effect, the enclo-
sure inherits the acoustic properties of the room that houses it, shown in the
left half of Fig. 9. The T60 reverberation time for this room (for a sound to
decay to one thousandth its original level) is between 0.5 and 0.6 seconds. The
ambient noise level with all of the equipment running is 43 dB(A).

To test the localizability of virtual sound sources rendered by the enclo-
sure’s four speakers, we configured a scene with eight virtual sources. We
positioned four to correspond with the locations of the physical speakers and
the other four at intermediate locations. Each of these eight sources played a
short excerpt of a Mozart string quartet, chosen for its range of tones. We con-
figured the eight sources to play one at a time, rather than simultaneously, and
used both subjective and objective means to measure their apparent versus
intended locations.

Figure 15 shows the results of the subjective test. We projected a visible
grid on each of the surfaces with no indication of the sound source locations.
We asked nine students, one by one, to use a laser pointer to locate each of
the apparent sound sources on the grid, relying solely on their hearing. There
was some spread in their responses for each of the eight locations – the ones
aligned with the actual speakers as well as the intermediate ones. Most of the
students located each of the eight virtual sources within about ±π/8 radians
of its intended location.

Figure 16 shows the results of the objective test, obtained with the 48-
microphone acoustic camera system. That system interpolates sound level
contours, projects them onto boundary planes, and saves the results as an
animation. The time-line at the top of the figure represents the audio track
recorded by the acoustic camera, with several discrete musical segments. As
the system plays back its analysis, the interpolated contours move to indi-
cate the apparent locations of the musical sources. This provides an objective
measurement of the stimulus that forms the basis for the listeners’ subjective
perceptions of the locations.

Our greatest challenge in achieving a realistic aural perception is overcom-
ing the 43 dB(A) background noise. The biggest contributors to this are the
projectors’ cooling fans. The six workstations as well as the building air han-
dling system also contribute. To compete with this using the room speakers,
whispers need to be amplified considerably to be audible at any distance from
the virtual source. What is not audible at some distance is not localizable. It
may be possible to add more acoustic absorption around the noisy equipment
without impeding its ventilation.

Alternatively, the user can wear the headphones, which have muffs that
block most of the background noise. These are essential for high-quality au-
ralization especially at low virtual sound levels, but they impede conversation
with other live participants in the room. We’re also considering options to im-
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Fig. 15. Subjective localizations of virtual sound sources, indicated by a laser
pointer on a grid according to each student’s perception of the sound

Fig. 16. Objective localizations of virtual sound sources, recorded and interpolated
by a 48-microphone acoustic camera. This is one frame of an animation that moves
from source to source

prove their integration with the 3D shutter glasses and the motion-tracking
reflectors.

4 Conclusion

Virtual reality, if true to its name, should elicit realistic perceptions of virtual
(unreal) worlds. There will always be observable differences between virtual
and real worlds – as long as the objects of our algorithms are bigger, fewer,
and less parallel than the quarks and leptons that compute the real world.
The goal should be to achieve, as Samuel Taylor Coleridge phrased it, “that
willing suspension of disbelief for the moment, which constitutes poetic faith.”
This requires a collaboration of model data, algorithms, output systems, and
the ambient environment that houses it all. The overall impression is only as
strong as the weakest link in that chain.
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Standards for scene representation are crucial to enable a broad cliente
of content creators to make use of VR systems. Creating scene assets often
involves a level of modeling and artistic skill that is rare among the people
who develop and maintain the software and hardware. Standards enable many
people from many disciplines to play nice together to create compelling fic-
tional worlds. These are useful not merely as entertainment, but as surrogate
environments for testing designs, situations, and people’s reactions to them.
There is currently no one standard that encompasses all of the parameters
necessary to specify a realistic multi-modal simulation (except perhaps by
reliance on ambiguously specified meta data). Standards lag behind the cut-
ting edge hardware and software technology. Those that are designed to be
extensible (e.g., derived from XML), seem well poised to fill in the blanks.

Development efforts in virtual reality have focused primarily on the visual
sense, followed by the aural, haptic and tactile senses. Each of these has its
own representational issues. Though geometry plays a role in all of them, alter-
native geometric representations are often required to optimize performance
in each individual mode. Tools and algorithms to assist in streamlining the
extraction of these alternative representations from a common base will go a
long way toward supporting multi-modal simulations for a broad clientele.

Olfaction remains an experimental mode that is difficult to discretize, dig-
itize, encode and decode. It could contribute greatly to emotional immersion,
considering the connection between smell and memory.

Display systems generally have output ranges that are quite narrow in com-
parison to the threshold and saturation or tolerance levels of human senses.
Moreover, at the low end of the range these systems must compete with am-
bient noises that arise from the enclosing environment as well as from the
VR system itself. Audio equipment may spill light. Video equipment certainly
spills sound. Everything spills heat. The room that houses all of this equip-
ment must be seen as an integral part of the system in order to properly
isolate and absorb this noise.

Careful measurement of the actual stimuli delivered by the VR system
components is an essential part of debugging and improving the system’s
overall performance.
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